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Sex differences
I

INTRODUCTION
As a symptom of Conduct Disorder, cruelty to animals (DSM IV, 1994) is
often assessed via parental checklists (e.g., Child Behavior Checklist). However,
little information exists on the criteria that adults use to make judgments of cruelty.
Previous research has shown that adults do make attributions about a
child's behavior based upon the child's sex (Condry & Condry, 1976) . This is
probably because human beings work at organizing information in such a way as to
understand or make sense of their world. One of the ways that we do this is
through grouping like things together and then attaching a label with its associated
meanings and expectations.

This is common not only for "things" but also for

people. We often call the label a stereotype, which is a cognitive belief that
associates groups of people with certain traits (Brehm & Kassin, 1990).
A common stereotype is associated with a person's biological sex. Phrases
such as "boys will be boys" are evidence of stereotyping and sex-influenced
expectations . Parents are usually extremely interested in knowing the sex of their
newborn child. This information elicits for them a set of expectations that coincide
with their beliefs about sex appropriate traits that they can expect in their child
(Rubin, Provenzano, & Luria, 1974). These expectations can form the basis for
gender schemas, which are cognitive structures that organize and guide perception
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(Bern, 1981) . This can have a powerful impact on not only the parents perception
of their infant's behavior but in how they treat the infant based on that perception
(Fagot, 1978; Condry & Condry, 1976; Rubin et al., 1974).
Aggression is one trait that seems to be heavily attributed to boys but not
to girls. This distinction has been researched by many (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974 ;
Oetzel, 1966; Tieger, 1980). One of the potential reasons for the differences in
aggression perceived by adults in boys and girls is that we expect boys to be
aggressive and so we "see" aggression, perhaps because we are more attuned to
those behaviors, while we might miss aggressive behavior in girls because we do
not expect them to act aggressively .
Shuller and McNamara (1976) illustrate the power of expectations in a
study they did with adults who were well trained in observational recording .
These individuals were assigned to observe a child playing with a group of children
on a videotape.

Some of the subjects were told that the child was hyperactive,

some were told the child was aggressive, and others were told the child was
normal. Behavioral recordings appeared to be resistant to expectancy bias drift.
However, after the observational ratings were recorded the subjects were asked for
a subjective evaluation of the child. Their opinion of the child was significantly
influenced by the biasing information even though their objective recording was
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not. Mischel ( 1968) states that , " ...naive observers as well as sophisticated
researchers and clinicians frequently assume persistent dispositional or trait
attributes in others, whether or not the confirming behaviors are actually displayed
at a particular moment of observation" (p. 520).
Observer bias was also illustrated in research completed by Lyons and
Serbin (1986) . They asked forty adults (20 men and 20 women) to look at a series
of line drawings, in the first condition there were two drawings with 12-13 children
depicted in a playroom scene , some children were playing alone and others were
interacting in groups of two or three . Embedded in the first picture was an
illustration of one child who was kicking another child, in the other picture one
child was illustrated pushing another child away from an easel. Everything about
the scenes and the children in the scenes were identical except the hairstyle and
clothing of the two aggressive children , these were changed so that the aggressing
child was depicted as a boy or a girl.
The second condition consisted of a set of drawings depicting an
aggressive interaction between two same-sex children . Five of the pictures
involved girls with the remaining five involving boys . Once again the only
differences in the scenes depicted were hairstyle and clothing. All facial
expressions and body postures were identical.
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The stimuli were presented via slide projector and each participant was
given a coding booklet to record their answers, the authors found that both men
and women reported that they saw more aggressive acts in pictures with boys as
the actors rather than girls . They also discovered that the men in their sample
rated the boys in the pictures as significantly more aggressive .
Lyons and Serbin ( 1986) replicated their study and introduced a new
variable by dividing their new sample into three groups . The first group operated
under the same conditions as the previous study , the second group were told
specifically to use the same criteria for rating boys as they rate girls , and the third
group was told that , in the past , subjects had a tendency to rate boys and girls
differently , especially on qualities like aggression and they were told to avoid this
tendency.
The results for the first group replicated the findings from the first study,
the second group showed no tendency to rate boys or girls differently by either the
men or the women, but the third group demonstrated both men and women rating
boys as significantly more aggressive . The authors discussed the fact that this
group possibly had the sex role dimension, relating to aggression, activated due to
the warning that they were given .
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In research conducted by Condry and Condry ( 197 6) a videotape of an
infant responding to a variety of stimuli (buzzer , teddy bear , jack-in-the-box, doll)
was shown to adults . Half of the time the researchers referred to the child as a boy
and the rest of the time they referred to the child as a girl. The adults who viewed
the tape (n=209) reported that they saw the infant as displaying different emotions
and different levels of emotional arousal depending upon the sex attributed to the
child, the sex of the rater , and the raters experience with young children . In the
scene where the child responds by crying when the jack-in-the-box pops up the
raters tended to rate the crying as indicative of anger if the infant was labeled
"boy" and fear if the infant was labeled "girl" .
Condry and Condry ( 1976) suggest that in relation to attributing emotions ,
"if you think a child is angry do you treat "him" differently than if you think "she"
is afraid?" (p . 817) . They also state that " ...we often see what we expect to
see ...we usually act on what we think we see, and when those actions are directed
toward another person, they affect the other person in a variety of ways" (p .812) .
Meyer and Sobieszek ( 1972) also looked at the effect that a child's sex
would have on adult interpretations of its behavior. In their study they argue for
the assumption that an adult will project onto a child dispositions and orientations
appropriate for male and female sex roles . They used a technique similar to the
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previous study (85 adults were shown videotapes of a 17 month-old child who was
described as a boy half of the time and as a girl the other half of the time) .
The subjects were given a checklist with a number of masculine and
feminine adjectives as well as a few neutral adjectives. The subjects were told to
watch the child and check those attributes or characteristics they felt the child
displayed. Male subjects who had low contact with children showed a slight
tendency to assign adjectives that were more male oriented to a child described as
male . Female subjects who reported high contact with children tended to describe
the child as lower on characteristics of their described sex . Subjects overall tended
to describe a same-sex child as having more qualities , both male and female.
Neither sex reported more "negative" qualities for a same-sex child. It appears
that when rating a same-sex child raters may be drawing from a more complete
frame of reference , themselves , and therefore project more qualities , male and
female , onto the child .
It would also appear that level of contact with children may influence raters

perceptions to some degree . For example a man who has not been around children
very much may draw from stereotypes more frequently, due to lack of exposure to
normal child behavior . It also seems that when the behavior is more ambiguous
( e.g. Condry & Condry's ( 1976) child crying at the jack-in-the-box) both men and
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women may utilize what they know of stereotypic behavior to understand the
situation.
Susser and Keating ( 1990) felt that something other than just the sex of the
adult might be affecting their perception . They administered the Bern Sex Role
Inventory (Bern, 1974) to adults and then used 30 men and 43 women who had
been classified sex-typed or androgynous according to the BSRI and had them
watch a videotape of a pair of fraternal twins ( a boy and a girl) , as the children
performed some aggressive , scripted behaviors . The adults rated the children on a
variety of scales dealing with intent of the childs behavior , whether the behavior
was masculine or feminine , how aggressive the behavior appeared , how important
it was to reprimand the child, and how severe the reprimand should be .
The authors' findings were , in some cases sex role orientation interacted
with the sex of the child being rated and that the perception of the adult and the
judgement made , based on that perception , could play a part in how the child is
treated and therefore influence the process of socialization of aggression .
Sex-typed subjects (men who scored very high on masculine scales and
women who scored very high on feminine scales) perceived boys aggression as
more intentional. Androgynous individuals (scoring equally on both masculine and
feminine scales) perceived intent of aggression as equal for the boy and girl. When
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boys performed the aggressive behavior the act was seen as more masculine than
when the girl performed the same behavior by all subjects. Male subjects,
regardless of orientation perceived more aggression by boys . Subjects overall felt
it was more important to reprimand the boy for aggressive behavior than to
reprimand the girl for the same behavior. Sex-typed subjects however
recommended more severe reprimands for boys while androgynous subjects
recommended a similar response regardless of the child's sex.
The issue of differential perception and treatment appears to be more
complicated than just sex of the rater, and may in fact be impacted by many
variables, of which one may be sex role orientation. This study seems to suggest
that the more traditional (masculine or feminine) your orientation is the more rigid
your expectations and defined range of acceptable behavior may be for yourself as
well as others .
Another component that may affect adult perceptions of aggression may be
the type of behavior the child is engaged in. Willemsen and van Schie (1989)
looked at sex stereotypes and adult responses to juvenile delinquency. The authors
felt there were two potentially conflicting hypotheses in regards to perceptions and
responses to juvenile delinquency. The first hypothesis was that because crime is
viewed by many to be a masculine activity (attributed to the male nature), that
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boys will be punished more severely for delinquent behavior. The second
hypothesis was that because criminal or delinquent activity deviates so far from the
feminine stereotype that girls who exhibit this type of behavior would be punished
more severely .
In fact, they found that boys received more harsh punishment for
aggressive crimes than did girls but that girls received more harsh punishment for
noncriminal delinquent behaviors . For example, for status offenses (truancy,
runaway, staying away one night, drunk on a bicycle, hanging around discos ,
having many different boy/girlfriends) boys often received no punishment while
girls were most often sent to a social worker.
When acts of violence were in question boys were most often sent to jail
while girls received punishment described as reeducational.

It appeared almost as

though there were something in the boy that you could do nothing with but lock
him up and the girl just needed to be taught better . The authors described it
somewhat as needing to protect society from the boy and needing to protect the
girl from herself.

It would appear that differences in attribution can have important personal
and social consequences for youth engaged in delinquent behavior . Behavior that
seems to be consistent with stereotypes (aggressive males punished harshly,
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truancy not punished) seems more likely to be viewed as stable and something
inherent to the individuals nature. Behavior that is inconsistent with stereotypes
(aggressive females need reeducation, truant behavior punished through
reeducation) seem more likely to be attributed to circumstantial factors.
The implications of these types of biases are important and far reaching .
Statistics from the Ontario Child Health Study (Boyle et al., 1987) show that first,
the number of adolescent girls who report conduct disorder is two to four times
the number reported by their parents . Second, the differences of conduct
disordered behaviors between sexes is reduced when you compare girls reports
with boys reports. Finally , only 7% of the conduct-disordered

adolescent girls

receive mental health or social services compared to 19% of the boys . The
discrepancy is even greater for special education where girls are placed in these
classes at only 7% compared to boys at 32%.
There are some evident problems in assessment related to observational
bias, parental reports, and youth reports . With the growing body of research on
the relationship between cruelty to animals in childhood and later aggression
against people (Ascione, 1993; Felthous, 1986; Kellert & Felthous, 1985), as well
as cruelty to animals' use in diagnosing Conduct Disorder (DSM IV, 1994), it
seems important to ascertain whether adults have different expectations, make sex-
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specific attributions or display sex biases when rating whether or not a given
behavior is cruel. If such differentiation in this area exists it could affect
identification, referral, and treatment of children who are cruel to animals .
We decided to explore how adults might percieve a child who was
maltreating a family pet to see if they saw that behavior as cruel and if so, how
cruel they deemed it to be . We also wanted to know if men and women would
offer different ratings on the behavior of same-sex or opposite-sex children .
Another variable we were interested in was developmental expectations , would the
rating of cruelty increase the older a child was . The last concern was the act itself,
how might it influence ratings .
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METHODS
Participants
Students from two undergraduate courses at Utah State University were
recruited for this study. The principle investigator and two assistants went to an
introductory psychology class and asked for participation. The instructor had
already advised them that they would receive extra credit points for their
participation, two hundred ninety-one elected to participate .
The second group were students enrolled in a child abuse and neglect class
in which the P .I. ' s advisor was presenting a guest lecture on the relationship
between child abuse and animal abuse , one hundred seventy-three students chose
to complete the survey .
The total sample number was four hundred seventy-one , the mean age of
the sample was 22 years-old, 91% were Caucasian, and 61% were women (see
Table 1).
Table 1
Summary of Participants
Sample Source

Men

Women

TOTAL

Introductory Psychology

36

137

173

Child Abuse & Neglect

145

146

291

181

283

464

TOTAL

"'(seven participants did not indicate whether they were male or female)
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Materials
There were four versions of the questionnaire, each participant received
only one of the four versions to complete. Each questionnaire had two scenarios,
one depicting mild cruelty to a pet (holding a family pet off the floor by the tail)
and the other depicting severe cruelty to a pet (choking a recently-produced
offspring of a family pet until it quit moving).

Order of severity of story ( e.g . mild

scenario presented first or severe scenario presented first) was varied between
participants . The sex of the child depicted was also varied between questionnaires
by using either a boy's name (Johnny) or a girl's name (Jenny) for both scenarios .
After reading each scenario the participant was presented with a question
regarding how cruel they believed the behavior to be if the child in the scenario
were a five-year-old . Participants circled their response on a five-point scale
marked 1-not cruel to 5-very cruel. The next question was the same except
participants were asked to rate the level of cruelty as if the child depicted in the
scenario were a ten-year-old, using the same five-point scale . The last question for
that scenario was rated as if the actor was a fifteen-year-old child . We also
gathered basic demographic information from each participant regarding age, sex,
ethnic affiliation, past and present pet ownership, and major in school. (See
Appendix A for a sample of the questionnaire.)
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Procedure
The questionnaires were handed out to students at the beginning of both
classes . The questionnaires had been collated so that version # 1-#4 followed one
another consecutively throughout the stack.

Students were instructed to take the

top questionnaire and then pass the rest down the row . They were asked to
immediately complete the questionnaire then fold it in half and pass it to the end of
the row. The researcher and her assistants then collected them and left the room.
The students in the introductory psychology class had a small piece of paper
stapled to their survey on which they wrote their name and student ID number so
they could receive 5 points of extra credit. These slips of paper were removed
from the questionnaire before coding began , the names were given to the instructor
for appropriate credit. The child abuse class received no extra credit for their
participation .
Analysis

The participant ratings were analyzed using multivariate repeated measures
analysis of variance for each scenario . The major independent variables were ( l)
the order of the two scenarios (which story was presented first) , (2) the sex of the
child in the scenario, (3) the sex of the respondent completing the questionnaire ,
and (4) which class the respondent was enrolled in.

-,
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Within each scenario the three ratings for the different ages of the depicted
child were treated as dependent repeated measures . This was due to the fact that
( 1) although they were not the same measures taken at different times they were
closely related and (2) the three related measures were expected to demonstrate a
linear trend related to the question of increasing age of the actor. A trend such as
this would lend itself nicely to this type of analysis.
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RESULTS
The factor of the age of the child depicted in the story (five-, ten- or
fifteen-year-old) yielded a significant between subjects effect for both mild and
severe scenarios [F(2 ,462)=645.82, u<.0001; F(2 ,462)=304.51, u< .0001],
respectively. A linear trend indicated that cruelty severity ratings increased as age
increased (see Table 2).
Table 2
Subjects' Mean Ratings of Severity for Mild & Severe Scenarios
Scenario

Mean

SD

15-year-old

10-year-old

5-year-old
n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Mild sev. rating

2 .99

I . I I 471

4 .27

.80

471

4.78

.52

471

Severe sev . rating

3 .68

115

471

4 .74

.57

471

4 .96

.23

471

The sex of the participant rating the stories yielded a significant effect but
only for mild cruelty [F(l ,462)=13 .02 , 12=.0003]. Mean severity ratings for
women were greater than men's mean (see Table 3) .
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Table 3
Mean Severity Ratings of Men and Women for the Mild Scenario
Sex of Rater

10-year-old

5-year-old
Mean

SD

n

15-year-old

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Women

3. 1

1. 1 283

4 .36

.72

283

4 .85

.37 283

Men

2.81

1.08 181

4 . 12

.89

181

4.66

.68

181

The factor of the child's sex (i.e . whether the two stories used a boy's name
or the two stories used a girl's name) was not significant alone or in interaction
with the participant's sex . However , there was an interaction effect involving child
sex and child age for the mild scenario [F(2,468)=4 .52 , p_=.0114). Boys were
rated as more cruel at the ten-year-old age level but sex of the child had no effect
at the other two age levels (see Table 4) .
Table 4
Mean Severity Ratings for Boy & Girl Actors in the Mild Scenario
Sex of Actor

15-year-old

10-year-old

5-year-old

Mean

SD

n

236

4 .76

.59

236

235

4 .79

.44

235

Mean

SD

n

1. 14 236

4.33

.81

1.09 235

4 .21

.79

Mean

SD

Boy Actor

3.01

Girl Actor

2.97

n
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We also found that for the mild severity scenario , participants from the
child abuse class rated the scenarios as more cruel that the participants drawn from
the introductory psychology class [F(I ,469)=18 .56, p= .0001] (see Table 5).
Table 5
Mean Severity Ratings for the Mild Scenario : Comparison of Classes
Class

Mean

SD

15-year-old

10-year-old

5-year-old
n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Child Abuse

3 .28

1.14 176

4.41

.73

176

4.87

.35

176

Intro . Psychology

2.82

1.06 295

4. I 8

.83

295

4.72

.60

295
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DISCUSSION
It is clear that factors other than the specific behavior depicted can
influence adults' ratings of childhood cruelty to animals . Age of the child impacted
adults judgment of severity as evidenced by increasing severity scores with
increasing child age. Sex of the rater also manifested differences, with women
tending to rate acts of maltreatment as more cruel than did men . Exposure to
information about abuse in general also appeared to influence scores as the two
samples differed in their cruelty ratings , with the Child Abuse and Neglect class
rating the behaviors as more cruel than did the Introductory Psychology class .
There appeared to be no interaction between the sex of the rater and the
sex of the actor. This could be due to the fact that the developmental focus , as
demonstrated by age , was more prominent to the raters than was the child's sex . It
is also possible that the range of animal maltreatment was restricted enough that a
ceiling effect occurred .
This research raised many questions . If an adult judges an act of animal
cruelty by a boy and a girl to be equally severe, would their reaction to the boy and
girl be the same? Would the adult be more worried or concerned about a boy or
girl who demonstrated cruel behavior? We are currently researching these and
other questions with a large sample of parents .
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One of the problems with checklist approaches is that there may be
discrepancies between parents' reports and children's reports . Statistics from the
Ontario Child Health Study (Boyle et al., 1987) show that, ( 1) adolescent girls
report conduct disorder at two to four times the rate reported by their parents, (2)
the differences of conduct disordered behaviors between sexes is reduced when
you compare girls reports with boys reports , and (3) only 7% of the conductdisordered adolescent girls receive mental health or social services compared to
19% of the boys . The discrepancy is even greater for special education where girls
are placed in these classes at only 7% compared to boys at 32% . The long-term
impact of not diagnosing and treating aggression in girls is powerful.
Discrepancies also appear within reports made by parents , in another study
(Ascione , Thompson , & Black , in review) we found that parents would sometimes
report that animal cruelty was not a problem or only somewhat /sometimes a
problem with their child but after further probing discovered behavior with animals
more severe than the initial response indicated.
Given that checklist approaches for assessing children are so widespread ,
and the implications of potential biases far reaching, it seems very important that
we understand what criteria adults use when making judgements about animal
cruelty by children and what variables may influence adults to respond in the way
that they do .
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Appendix A: Sample Questionnaires
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PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Age: ____
Ge nder :

Major: __________________________

_
Male

Female

Ethnicity:

Did yo u own a pet when you were a child ')

PLEASE

Cau casian
Yes

No

_

Hispani c Asian African -American

Native-American

Do yo u curr entl y ow n a pet?

READ THE SCENAR IOS AND MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Other

No

Yes

BELOW .

While sitting on the floor watching a litter of offspring that the family pet had recently produced, Jenny reached out and
picked one of the litter up by the neck . She then proceeded to choke the animal while it wiggled and kicked until it went limp .
Jenn y then dropped it back into the basket with the rest of the litter and walked out of the room.

Using the sca le answer the following questions BY CIRCLING YOUR RESPONSE .

If Jenny were S years old how cruel wou ld you say her behavior was ')
5
Very Cru e l

4

2
No t cruel

If Jenn y we re 10 vcars old how c ru d wo uld you say her bc:h av ,o r wa s?

s

4

3

2

Ver y C ru e l

No t cruel
If Jenn y we re 15 vears old how cru el wo uld you say her behavio r wa s''

5
Very C rue l

4

2
Not c ruel

\\'hil c walking throu gh th e livin g room Jenn y saw the family pet sittin g on th e fl oor. She walked over to th e pet and grahh ed
it hy th e tail lifting it off th e floor and s uspendin g it in th e air. During thi s time th e pet mad e noi ses of dis tr ess while it t"isted
and turned trying to esca pe. Jenny held the pct hy the tail in thi s position for 5-10 seco nd s before lettin g it drop hack to th e
floor.
Us ing the scale an swer the foll owing qu es tions BY C IR C LING YOUR RESPONSE .

If Jenny we re S vcars old how crue l would you say her beha vior wa s')
4

2

s
Very Cruel

Not c ruel
If Jenny we re 10 years old how c ruel would you say her behavior was ')
2

3

4

s
Ve ry Cru el

No t c rue l
If Jenny were IS vears old how cruel wo uld yo u say her behavior was')
2

No t cruel

4

s
Ve ry C ru el

Sex difference s
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PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Age: ____
Gender:

_
Male

Major :____
Female

Ethnicity:

Did you own a pet when you were a child?

PLEASE

____
Caucasian
Yes

___________
Hispanic

No

READ THE SCENARIOS

____

Asian African-American

_

Native-American

Do you currently own a pet?

AND MARK YOUR ANSWERS

___

Yes

O ther
No

BELOW.

While walking through the living room Jenny saw the family pet sitting on the floor. She walked over to the pet and grabbed
it by the tail lifting it off the floor and suspending it in the air. During this time the pet made noises of distress while it twisted
and turned trying to escape. Jenny held the pet by the tail in this position for 5-10 seconds before letting it drop back to th e
floor.
Using the scale answer the following questions BY CIRCLING YOUR RESPONSE .

If Jenny we re 5 years old how crue l wou ld you say her behavior was?

2

4

Not crue l

5
Very Cruel

If Jenny we re 10 years old how cru el would you say her behavior was?
4

2

No t cruel

5
Very Cruel

[f Jenny were 15 years old how cruel wou ld you say her behavior was?
2

4

5

Very Cruel

Not c ruel

While sittin g on the floor watching a litter of' offspring that th e family pct had r ecen tly produced , J enn y reached ou t and
picked one of' the litter up by the neck. She then proceeded to choke th e animal while it wiggled and kick ed until it went limp .
Jenny then dropp ed it hack into the ba ske t with the r es t of' th e litt er and walked out of' the room.

Us in g the sca le an swer the following qu est ion s BY CIRCLING YOUR RESPON SE.

If Jenny we re 5 years old how cru el would yo u say ha beha vior was '1
4

2
Not c ruel

5
Very Cruel

If Jenny were 10 years old how cru el would yo u say her behavior wa s?
2

3

4

Not cruel

5
Very Cruel

If Jenn y were 15 years old how cru el would you say her behavior was?
2

Not cruel

4

5
Very C ru el

Sex differences
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PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Age :____
Ge nde r:

M ajor: .__

_
Ma le

Fe ma le

____

___

_ ___

___

_ ___

_____

_ _

Ethni c ity: Ca ucasian H ispa nic Asia n Afri can -A me rican Nat ive-Ameri c an Othe r

Did yo u ow n a pe t w he n yo u we re a child ?

Yes

No

Do yo u curr e nt! y ow n a pet ?

Ye s

No

P LEAS E RE A D THE SCE N AR IOS AND M ARK YOU R ANSW ERS BELOW .

While sitting on the floor watching a litter of offspring that the family pet had recently produced,
Johnny reached out a nd
picked one of the litter up by the neck . He th e n proceeded to chok e the animal while it wiggled and kicked until it went limp .
J o hnn y then dropped it back into the basket with the r es t of th e litter and walked out of the room.

Us in g th e sca le answ e r th e fo llowi ng q ues tions BY CffiCLING YOUR RESPONSE .

If Jo hnn y we re 5 yea rs old how c ruel w ould you say hi s be hav ior wa s'l
2

3

4

5
Ve ry Cru e l

Not c ru e l
If Jo hnn y we re 10 vea r s o ld how c ru e l wo uld yo u say h is be hav io r was'l
4

2

5
Ve ry C ru e l

No t c ru e l
If Johnn y we re 15 yea r s o ld how c ruel wo uld yo u say hi s be ha v io r w as'l
4

2

5
Ve ry C ru e l

No t c rud

W hil e wa lk in g th ro ug h th e li vin g ro o m J o hnn y sa w t he fa mil y pct sittin g o n th e ll oo r. H e wa lk ed ove r to th e p et and gra bb ed
it b y th e ta il liftin g it o ff th e ll oo r a nd sus p endin g it in th e air. Du ri ng thi s tim e th e pet m a de n o ises o f d is tr ess wh ile it t w isted
a nd turn ed tr y in g t o esc ap e . J o hnn y h eld th e p et by th e ta il in thi s pos itio n fo r 5- 10 seco nd s befo r e lettin g it dr o p ba ck to the
fl oor.
Us ing the scale a nswer th e fo lluw 1ng qu estio ns BY C IR C LI NG YOU R R ES P ONSE.

If Jo hnn y we re 5 vears old how c ru e l wo uld yo u say hi s he ha v io r wa s'l

2

3

4

5
Ve ry C ru e l

No t c ru e l
If Jo hnn y we re 10 year s o ld how c ruel wo uld yo u sa y hi s behav io r wa s'l
2

3

4

5
Ve ry C ru e l

Not c ru e l
If Johnn y we re 15 years old how c ru e l wo uld yo u say hi s behav ior was 'l
2

No t c rue l

3

4

5
Ve ry C ru e l

Sex differences
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PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Age :___
Ge nder :

_ _
Mal e

Majo r:______
Femal e

______

_ _ _ ______

__

_ _ _ _

Ethni city: Cau casian Hispani c As ian African-A merican Na tive-A merican

Did yo u own a pet when yo u were a child?

Yes

No

Do you curr entl y ow n a pet?

Yes

Othe r

No

PLEA S E READ THE SC ENARI OS AN D MA RK YO UR ANSW ERS BEL O W .

While walking through the living room Johnny saw the family pet sitting on the floor . He walked over to the pet and grabbed
it by the tail lifting it off the floor and suspending it in the air. During this time the pet made noises of distress while it t\•isted
and turned trying to escape. Johnny held the pet by the tail in thi s position for 5-10 seconds before letting it drop b a ck to th e
floo r.
Us ing the scale answer the foll owing qu es tions BY CIRCLING YOUR RESPONSE.

If Jo hnn y we re 5 yea rs old how cru el wo uld yo u say his behav io r was?
2

4

No t cruel

5
Ve ry Cruel

If Jo hnny were 10 vea rs old how cr uel wo uld you say his be havior was 'l
2

3

4

Not cruel

5
Very Cruel

If Johnn y we re 15 vea r s old how c ruel wo uld you say his hehav ,or was ')
2

4

No t cruel

5
Very Crue l

W hil e s ittin g on the fl oor wa tchin g a litt er of offspring that the fa mil y pet had recentl y produ ce d , Johnn y r eac hed o u t a nd
picked on e of the litt er up hy the neck. He th en pro cee ded tu choke the anim a l whil e it wi gg led a nd ki cked until it went limp.
Johnn y then dro pped it hack int o the has ket w ith the res t of the litt er a nd walked out or the roo m .

Us ing the scale answe r the foll ow ing qu es tions BY C lR CLLNG YO UR RESPONSE .

If Jo rrnny were 5 vear s old how cruel wou ld you say his he hav 1or was ')

2

3

4

No t cruel

5
Ve ry Cru el

If Jo hnn y we re 10 years old how c ruel wo uld you say his behavior was'l
2

3

4

5
Ve ry C ru e l

No t c ruel

If Johnn y we re 15 year s old how c ruel wo uld yo u say his behavior was'l
2
No t c ruel

3

4

5
Ve ry Cru el

Sex differences
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